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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates.  

 

Reports for the Autumn 2020 series will provide a broad commentary about candidate 
performance, with the aim for them to be useful future teaching tools. As an exception for 
this series they will not contain any questions from the question paper nor examples of 
candidate answers. 

The reports will include a general commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects 
examined in the questions and highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. 
The reports will also explain aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether 
through a lack of knowledge, poor examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable 
reason. 

A full copy of the question paper and the mark scheme can be downloaded from OCR. 

  

Would you prefer a Word version?  
Did you know that you can save this PDF as a Word file using Acrobat Professional?  
Simply click on File > Export to and select Microsoft Word 
(If you have opened this PDF in your browser you will need to save it first. Simply right click anywhere 
on the page and select Save as . . . to save the PDF. Then open the PDF in Acrobat Professional.) 
If you do not have access to Acrobat Professional there are a number of free applications available 
that will also convert PDF to Word (search for PDF to Word converter). 
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Paper 1 series overview 
As Paper 1 is Breadth in Biology this paper tested a wide range of topics in the specification.  Few topics 
were tested to a great depth of knowledge and understanding. 

Most candidates attempted all the questions and there was no evidence that many had difficulty finishing 
in time. 

 

Candidates who did well on this paper 
generally did the following: 

Candidates who did less well on this paper 
generally did the following: 

• Read the question carefully. 
• Paid attention to the command word such as 

‘explain’.  Good candidates gave full 
explanations while others simply made 
statements or gave descriptions.  Questions 
containing the command word ‘suggest’ were 
also good discriminators as a high-attaining 
candidate can often think of a sensible idea.  

• Ensured that their response contained 
relevant points that answered the question. 

• Attempted all parts of the question paper. 
 

• Left some questions not attempted (No 
Response) in section B.  The mathematical 
questions and some of the chromatography 
questions were missed by a number of 
candidates.  

• Wrote down what they had learned whether it 
answered the question or not. 

• Did not show clear working for mathematics 
questions. 

• Were unable to describe or explain the role of 
bonds within and between molecules.  The 
understanding of bonds and forces within and 
between molecules goes a long way to 
explain how and why molecules behave the 
way they do. 

• Were not able to identify limitations or suggest 
improvements to a given method or describe 
a method to use apparatus with which they 
should be familiar.  15% of the  assessment 
are for questions based on practical work and 
candidates who have achieved their practical 
endorsement should be well prepared for this 
sort of question. 
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Section overview 
Section 1 was multiple choice and section 2 contained short answer questions.  The attainment in 
section 1 was often a good guide as to what to expect in section 2.   

 

Themes in candidate responses  
Candidates often did not make full use of the information provided in the stem of questions.  Many 
candidates seemed to struggle when faced with extracting information from a graph. For example in 
Question 24(b) the small difference between the means and the huge overlap of the error bars was 
ignored.  Information in tables was also not used to its full potential. For example in question 22(c)(ii) 
many candidates did not use the table provided to accurately identify the amino acids for which they had 
calculated the Rf values.   

 

AfL Try providing students with a graph they have not previously seen.  Ask them 
to describe the graph – this can be done as a description exercise in which 
one student has sight of the graph and another has to draw it from the 
description given. 
Students can then be asked to interpret the information provided in the graph 
and explain the shape of the curve. 

 

Comments on responses by question type 

Multiple choice questions 

The multiple choice questions proved to be very discriminating and there was a very wide range of 
attainment observed.   

Only the highest attaining candidates were able to interpret the information in the graph for question 3 to 
state that curve A most closely reflected the effect of ethanol on cell membrane permeability.   

Only the highest performing candidates were able to calculate the value of Q10 in question 14  and 
calculate the proportion of oxygen released in question 17. .  In question 13 it seemed that many 
candidates were guessing and only some candidates knew that the best method of sampling in this case 
would be systematic sampling. 

 

Questions involving Practical work 

Questions involving detailed knowledge of practical work were not well answered.   

There was mixed performance in section 1 in questions 3, 12, 13, 14, & 17 which all relied on good 
experience in practical work as they involve the correct interpretation of data from practical work or data 
from secondary sources.   

Question 22(b) also relied on practical experience in describing how to carry out chromatography and 
22(c) required candidates to have experienced calculating Rf values. These questions were not well 
answered by many candidates.  
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In question 24(a) candidate’s understanding of what constitutes a problem (or limitation) in the procedure 
was unclear, as were their suggestions for modifications.  Many candidates suggested a new completely 
different procedure rather than modifying the one given to reduce the limitations.  When writing an 
alternative method, candidates could follow the lead given in the PAGs and write numbered steps rather 
than full prose.   

 

 

OCR support The Practical skills handbook provides support with practice exam questions 
relating to limitations in practical skills. It can be found at 
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/294468-biology-practical-skills-handbook.pdf 

 

Questions involving Mathematics 

Mathematical calculations were not well  completed.  Even simple calculations such as calculating Rf 
values in question 22(c)(i) were often incorrect.   

Where more complex calculations were required, such as in question 25(b)(i), the working of these 
calculations was often confused and difficult to follow.  Candidates needed to calculate how many 
enzyme complexes were required to replicate the human genome in a set time.  However, responses 
were often incomplete or there were bits of working arranged haphazardly around the page. 

 

 

OCR support The Biology mathematical skills handbook provides support with teaching 
mathematical skills and is available here:  
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/294471-biology-mathematical-skills-
handbook.pdf.  
  

 

Common misconceptions 
In question 24(b) almost all candidates did not correctly interpret the relevance of error bars that were 
very large and had a large overlap between two sets of data.  Large error bars suggest data that is 
variable (and perhaps not easily repeatable).  While it is not a significance test in itself, the degree of 
overlap between error bars can be a good indicator that two sets of data are not significantly different.   

 

Misconception Where two sets of data appear to be only slightly different a statistical 
significance test can help to determine whether the difference is significant.   
Statistical data such as the standard deviation can also help to indicate the 
significance of a small difference between sets of data. 
 

 

  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/294471-biology-mathematical-skills-handbook.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/294471-biology-mathematical-skills-handbook.pdf
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OCR support The Biology mathematical skills handbook provides support with teaching 
mathematical skills and is available here:  
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/294471-biology-mathematical-skills-
handbook.pdf.  
Support specifically with statistical analysis can be found in the 
Mathematical skills statistics booklet: 
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/338621-mathematical-skills-statistics-
booklet.doc   

Another common misconception surrounded the bonding in biological molecules – most notably in 
proteins.  Candidates did not have a strong understanding of the types of intramolecular and 
intermolecular bonds involved in creating molecules with particular properties.  This meant that they 
were unable to apply this understanding in questions 2, 16, 18, 19, 22(a) and 25(a). 

 

Key teaching and learning points – comments on improving performance 
Carrying out practical work, such as chromatography and using a potometer, is an essential part of 
studying Biology.  The practical skills tested as part of this AS examination are covered in the PAG 
(Practical Activity Group) practicals.  These include extension questions designed to help candidates to 
answer the questions in the written examination.  

 

OCR support The PAGs can be found here:  
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/biology-a-h020-h420-
from-2015/planning-and-teaching/#a-level-practical-activities. The answers 
to the Extension question are available securely on Interchange here: 
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Modules/ControlledMaterials/ControlledMate
rialsGCEFrom2015.aspx.  
General support on practical skills can be found in the Practical skills 
handbook here:  
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/294468-biology-practical-skills-
handbook.pdf.  
Specific support on adapting the PAGs as well as revising the Module 1.1 
Practical skills can be found in the Practical activities support guide 
available at: 
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/597719-practical-activities-
support-guide.pdf.  

 

The examinations carry a number of marks for demonstrating mathematical skills.  This is an area of 
weakness for many Biology candidates.  Candidates should understand what specific statistical tests are 
used for and should be able to carry out each test.  Above all they should be able to interpret the results 
of statistical tests. 

 

AfL Give students plenty of practice with mathematical questions.  Make sure 
that they include all their working in the response – and that the working 
is clear.  This is important as if the calculation is incomplete or the final 
result is incorrect it is often possible to award marks for parts of the 
calculation. 

 

  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/294471-biology-mathematical-skills-handbook.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/294471-biology-mathematical-skills-handbook.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/338621-mathematical-skills-statistics-booklet.doc
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/338621-mathematical-skills-statistics-booklet.doc
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/biology-a-h020-h420-from-2015/planning-and-teaching/#a-level-practical-activities
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/biology-a-h020-h420-from-2015/planning-and-teaching/#a-level-practical-activities
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Modules/ControlledMaterials/ControlledMaterialsGCEFrom2015.aspx
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Modules/ControlledMaterials/ControlledMaterialsGCEFrom2015.aspx
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/294468-biology-practical-skills-handbook.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/294468-biology-practical-skills-handbook.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/597719-practical-activities-support-guide.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/597719-practical-activities-support-guide.pdf
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Teaching about molecular shapes and the bonds or forces that create these shapes can be difficult.   
Visualising forces and the effects they have can be much easier if students have the opportunity to make 
models. 

 

AfL Make best use of  a range of different learning techniques.  Give 
students plenty of opportunities to make models or create animations of  
biological molecules so students can visualise them effectively. 

 

Guidance on using this paper as a mock 
This examination paper has a good range of question types which test a range of skills.  It makes a good 
mock paper as it can highlight areas of weakness in a number of the key areas which candidates often 
find difficult – these include practical skills, mathematical skills, interpreting graphs and interpreting 
statistical data. 

 



If any of your students’ results are not as expected, you may wish 
to consider one of our review of results services. For full information 
about the options available visit the OCR website. If university places 
are at stake you may wish to consider priority service 2 reviews of 
marking which have an earlier deadline to ensure your reviews are 
processed in time for university applications.

Our priority is supporting you and your students this autumn and to 
support you as you prepare for summer 2021 exams. We’ll update 
our website information regularly with resources, guidance and  
key information.

• Teachers

• Students

• Exams officers

• Assessment specialists

We are sending a weekly roundup to tell you about important 
updates. You can also sign up for your subject specific updates.  
If you haven’t already, sign up here.

Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear directly from a 
senior assessor or drop in to a Q&A session. All our courses for the 
academic year 2020-2021 are being delivered live via an online 
platform, so you can attend from any location.

Please find details for all our courses on the relevant subject page  
on our website or visit OCR professional development.

ExamBuilder is the question builder platform for a range of our 
GCSE, A Level, Cambridge Nationals, Cambridge Technicals 
and Functional Skills qualifications. See the full list of available 
qualifications in the sign up form.

ExamBuilder is free for all OCR centres with an Interchange 
account and gives you unlimited users per centre. We need an 
Interchange username to validate the identity of your centre's first 
user account for ExamBuilder.

If you do not have an Interchange account please contact your 
centre administrator (usually the Exams Officer) to request a 
username, or nominate an existing Interchange user in your 
department.
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Supporting you 
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support for:
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OCR  
Professional 
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for Exambuilder?

Supporting you
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https://www.ocr.org.uk/supporting-you-through-2020-2021/students/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/supporting-you-through-2020-2021/exams-officers/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/supporting-you-through-2020-2021/assessment-specialists/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/email-updates/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/professional-development/
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https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/


Need to get in touch?

If you ever have any questions about OCR 
qualifications or services (including administration, 
logistics and teaching) please feel free to get in touch 
with our Customer Support Centre. 

General qualifications 
01223 553998
general.qualifications@ocr.org.uk

Vocational qualifications
02476 851509
vocational.qualifications@ocr.org.uk

For more information visit
 ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/find-resources/

 ocr.org.uk
 /ocrexams
 /ocrexams
 /company/ocr
 /ocrexams
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Let us know how we can improve this resource or what 
else you need. Your email address will not be used or 
shared for any marketing purposes. 
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